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PREFACE
Formal education has always been an important
mold through which a person's character and usei'ulness are sh~ped. If the result o~ this period of
shaping in to produce citizens capable of sharing the
responsibility of sustaining our civilization, then
vre should realize our ovm responsibility of providing
as perfect a mold as possible. One aspect of this
responsibility in the formation of an environment
conducive to the constant improvement of the education
process.
This improvement is, of course, necessary in our
world and presents the architect one of many opportunities he has in which he can fulfill his share of the
responsibility as a citizen interested in the young
people and their contribution to society.
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
Definition
A clear understanding9f the discussions that
follow requires that the terms "preparatory" or •racademyn
be defined.

These names have been applied to institutions_

so varied in character that their meanings have become
obscured.

Authori-t ies in the

~ield

of secondary education

usually make no attempt .to define these terms exactly,
possible because of the difficulty of formulating a statement that clearly dis-tinguishes it from other educational
institutions.

In spite of the variation in the nature of these
institutions known as preparatory schools, all possess
two common characteristics, an extended curriculum and the
dual purpose of preparation for college and

~"~preparation

for life."
For

my

purpose, a preparatory school is an educational

institution or department in such an institution that offers
a curriculum consisting of both the common bra-nches and
some higher studies given to_prepare for college and life. 1
History
The Earliest Education
Starting with primitive man, we find that his training
lA. Mock, The Mid-Western Academv . Mo~ement, (Indianapolis,
1949), p. 1 and 2 •.
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aimed only at . the :necessities .of life,

and
.

informally through the eldersc: and

WI:).S

acquired

.

th~ med~cine~men.

In

Oriental education, the next stage in progress; illustrated
· by India, a traditional . knowledge was acquired through
strictly memorymethods;
· While .Oriental and Jewish education afforded

gre~ter

·development iii indi vidualit,y;; ,i;t · was .· ·l ate ·i:ri":' ·or g.aniz iilg
schools.
Thus all education before
large~y non~:progressive

th~

day ofthe Greeks was

and .had little .i nfluence on ·edu1

cation as '. we think of it today.
The Education

ot the, Greeks.

During the .GrC9ek period, · educa.t ion lost its primitive
character and took oh institutional ·f orms that set the
broad patterns for schools for centuries to follow. 2
The ·Spartantraini.ng was intended to serve thestate

by making warriors, and

li~tle

attention was paid to

intellectual education.3

.1 F. P. Graves, A student's History of Education, (New York,
. 1921)·, .p • . 3.

2R~ F • . Butts, :A Cultural History. of Education , (London,

. P•

52.

..

3 .·
.• . .
Graves, .op. cit. 1 p. ll. ·

1947),

-3With great practical '\·lisdom, the Spartans recognized the
fundamental importance of an education in conformity with
the military aims of the State, and making this education
obligatory on every citizen in accordance with Spartan
traditions.

In the other Greek States parents were allow-

ed to educate their families much as they pleased.

But in

Sparta no one who had not undergone the statutory training
could be a member of the citizen's clubs or get a State
allotment.

Every detail of education was directly or indirectly controlled by the State. 1
At first the Athenian education vras also mainly
concerned vli th serving the State.

For the earliest stage

of the boy's education, there were schools of t\vO types,
one for intellectual training as 'tvell as one for physical
training.

From fifteen to eighteen a more advanced

physical training was given, and then for two years, a
preparation for military life. 2 In contrast to the Spartan education, the aims and content of Athenian education
were broad ru1d revealed a great advance toward the democratic ideal in society and education.
lw. Boyd, The History__of _}V,?_!?..t-~.!:11 .E.9-n.c.§ij;ion, (London, 1952),
p. 200.

2araves, op. cit., p. 11.

Re!lec~.:i_ng

the b,ttoade.I;' . Athenian . conception of citizen-

ship, ;Athenian education set out to provide youth with an
intellectual and aesthetic as well as a physical and mil. itary foundation for citizenship.)· The Athenians called this final result harmony;· we
· o!t~n . call

word~ng

it integration of the whole personality.

The

matters little,, . so long as the result is a well-

round·e d personality whose ultimate .goal is the achievement
of emotional stability and· qualities of character that
enable the ·individual to become a properly functioning
member of the democratic .community.
This is an ideal wor:t hy of emulation..

In Athens

even the ideal was somewhat. lacking, for it gave no place

to

occupational or vocational training, so essential to a

genuinely democratic culture.
the ideal a:s well .as the

In the later days of Athens

pra~tice

became .one-sided as atten-

tion to physical dev,e·l opment and aesthetic development
b'e·gan to fall by the . ways.ide, leaving·· the . intellectual

idealsupreme.

When :this happened, Greek education became

·predominantly intellectualistic, and this was the ideal and
pract~ce handed down to modern times.2
;1

2

Butts, op.
..

ci~.,

p.

65.

Graves, op. cit., p. 15.

-5The Education of the Romans
The contribution of the Romans to progress was largely due to their absorption of Greek culture, but their
primitive training had an influence in itself.

This was

mostly civic and practical, and was given formally in the
family and the forum.

Through amalgamation vtith the Greek, Roman education
maintained three grades of schools: (1) the elementary
s~hool

or "ludus", (2) the grammar school, · and (3) the

rhetorical school.

Beyond the education of these schools,

a young Roman might attend a University.
In the establishment and maintenance of the dominion
of Rome oyer the nations

t~at

came under her sway educa-

tion played a most important part.

Following the example

of Alexander the Great,-: tl).e Romans from the last days · :of
the Republic made it their dilibe.r ate policy to introduce
their institutions. and culture among. their subject peoples. 1 .
Schools were gradually subsidized by the emperors, but
education ·eventually deteriorated into a formal qualification for senatorial rank.
cre~ted

The practical Romans, hovTever,

a universal empire and legal system, a universal

religion, and other institutions for modern society. 2
1

Graves, op. cit., P• 1%

2

Boyd, op. cit., p. 231.

-6The Education of the Early Christians
Christianity accomplished much in the reform of the
degraded Roman Society.

The earliest education of the

Christians . came through their 'otherttt6tldly' life, but
actual schools pefore long furnished amoral and

religio~s

training.
After the ·amalgamation of the Christianity with
Graeco-Roman philosophy, schqols -began to furnish a
education.

highs~

When higher training came to be .utilized by

the bisbo.ps for train,ing thei·r clergy, -institutions known as
'episcopal' or •cathedral' schools were founded. 1
When ~he · c hurc_h. be~gan to .take over ·control of much of
Roman

e~ueation,

it did little to change the essentially

aristocratic character. of,
primarily to train

l~aders

educa.tio~;-

for its purpose was

for the ,church,

and these lead-

ers increasjngly cam.e from the more privilidged classes. · The
church did not develop a conception of education for all •
a

religion and a

all.

ch~rch

for all,

but

not '·an education for

The reservior of" religious -doctrine was . conceived to

be, not the people at large, but the priesthood; hence
education and intellectual opportunities were by and large
reserved for priests . and prospective priests.
+Graves, op. cit.,p. 32 • .

-?-·
Later, although opposition grew up among the
Christians to the culture of the Greeks and Romans, its
impress was found to have been left upon the doctrines and
organization of Christianity. 1
The Middle Ages
During the Middle Ages, the German hordes absorbed
ancient civilization under the authoritative guidance of
the Church, and ·the chief means of leavening the barbarian
lump was found in the cathedral and monastic schools.
Monasteries grew up to conteract the prevailing
vrorldliness.

To keep the monks busy, Benedict prescribed

the copying .of manuscripts, and this l!i.terary vtork rendered
schools necessary.

In these monastic schools were taught

the •seven liberal artst by catechetical methods.
Thus monasticism helped preserve learning and education,
although it was somewhat ·· hostile to the classics and to
science.
The Medieval Universities::
Universities began to spring up toward the close of the
Middle ages.

Through local conditions, a course in medicine

arose at Salerno; in civil and canon law at Bologna, and in
theology in Paris.

Bologna became the pattern for numerous

universities in the South, and Paris for many in the North•

lButts, op. cit., p. 123.

-8Popes and sovereigns granted privileges by charter
to the various universities.

The term 'university' in its

original meaning signified a 'corporation' of students
and teachers, and the 'S tUdents were usually grouped
according to 'nations'.
'

The teaching body was divided
.

into four or five faculties.

1

All the while the development of univer.sity government was going on, an equally distinctive organization
of studies was

t~ing

place.

The starting point in this

organization was the institution of degrees sometime
about the beginning of the thirteenth century.

Before

that ·.time a student qualified for mastership in much the
same vray as the apprentice became .a master craftsman or
.

the page became 9- lmight.

2

While the courses and methods were still narrow and
formal, the medieval university contained the germ of
· modern inquiry ·and did much to foster independence of
thought and action.
The -T ransition to Modern Times
By the fourteenth century there appeared an intellectual

~wakening, kno~m

as the Renaissance.

It was

accompanied by _a revival of learning and an education
called 'humanistic'.
lGraves, op. cit., p. 4o.
2 .
Boyd, - op. cit., p. 200.

. -9Italy first showed evidence of the new movement.
The characteristics of the Renaissance vrere imbodied

in Petrarch and Boccacio, but little was done with
the Greek classics until Chrysoloras came from Constantinople.
Humanistic education also gradually spread to·the
countries north of Italy, but it took on more of
color 'there.

a moral

In France, the pro.t ect,ion of Francis I

encouraged the introduction of J;lumanism into educational
institutions by various scholars.

The German universities

likevrise began to respond to hmnan'istic influences.
In England, the movement gradually developed at
Oxford and Cambridge.

Colte started St. Paul's school,

which became the model for all secondary schools.

Human-

ism in England, however, soon retrograded into a formalism,
and the granunar and public schools there are little changed
today.

The first secondary schools in the American colonies
were modeled after the gram.'"Tlar schools of the mother country.1
Formal Discipline in Education
John Locke is oi'ten classed tvith the advocates of
realism or of naturalism, but the keynote to his thought
is discipline.

This discipline

w~s

to be obtained in

intellectual training in mathematics, in moral training,
through the control of desires by reason, and physical
training, through a hardening process.

-10Locke ·has, therefore, often been viewed as the
great advocate of the theory of formal discipline,
according to which certain subjects yield a general power
that may be applied in any direction; and should be
studied by a11. 1
Education in Locke's view can only . be properly carried on when the boy is dealt with as an individual, and he
thought the essential part of education to be
every gentleman desires for his .son. n
the estate which is le1't him, his

11

that which

That is, besides

educ~tion

should contain

these· four things: virtue, w:i.sdom, breeding and learning.
All knowledg_e , claims Locke, comes from experience
and the

mind~

is

lik~

white paper upon vlhich ideas can be

painted by sensation a.nd reflection.
it

necess~y

Locke 1·urther finds

to determine, when these ideas or sensations

are once in mind, what they convey in the way of trutn.
Locke's ;tdeas "on 1·ormal discipl-ine can be summed up
in his statements rege:t.rding moral education.

11

As the

strength of the body lies chiefly in being able to eridure
Hardships, so does the mind.

And the great Principle

and Foundation of all Virtue and Worth is plac'd in this:
lGraves, op. cit., p.
2jj -

48.

oyd, op. cit., p. 276.

2

-11-

That a man is able to deny himself his own desires, cross
his ovm inclinations, and purely

~allow

what reason .d irects.

as Best, tho' ·the appetite leans the other Way ••••• This
power isto be got and improved by Custom, made easy and
.famiiiar by an Early Practice. nl
~his

doctrine has greatly ·influenced education, but ·

in the late nineteenth century there
from it.

·w(;LS

a decided reaction

Recently this extreme reaction has been modii.ied,

and opposition t ·a ken with '\vhich Locke 1 s real a tt'i tude would
seem to be in harmony. 2

Development of Public Education in the United States
During the second. quarter of the nineteenth century
a third period in. the educational:· history of America,

marked by further democratization and a great expansion
of public education, appeared. ·
It began with an awakening generally ltnown as 'the

revival of common schools' which was most noticeable in
New 'England.

Here, O\ving to the attacks made upon him

by reactionaries, Horace Hann -vras the most conspicuous

reformer.

But the influence of this awakening was also

felt in every other section of the United States.
braves, op. cit., p. 307.
2 F. P. Graves, A History of Education, (New York, 1922),
p. 179.

-12It was followed by a steady growth in universal
education, stat·e suppqrt and control, local supervision,
.

.

and the organization of normal schools in New England .and
the Middle States.

In the Northwest, common school advocates

overcame the opposition

ot settlers from states not committ-

ed to public education, and the further expanded areas of the
United States saw progress in common school sentiment had kept
pace with the settlement of the country.l
In the South, however, from the beginning education
was looked upon as a private affair to be provided by those
parents who wer.e capable of providing it.

In this respect

the South followed the traditions ofEngland and in general
reflected the fact that the 0hurch ' of England dominated
educational policies in the South.

Thus, instruction was

provided by private tutors when parents could afford to pay
them, by , any parish priest who had the ability or inclination to do so, and by endowed schools.

Several such

endowed schools were established by interested persons in
order to provide free education for those who could not
afford · it.
b~quest

Usually the endowment took the form of gifts,

of .l and, . produce, or lj_vestock to be used for the

sustenance of · the teacher.s. ·.· · In gereral, however, "free
education'' in· the South mearit charity education for the poor.
1 Graves,
.
op. cit., p. 302.

-13Upper-class parents therefore naturally did not want
free education for their children. 1
The Civil War crushed the educational facilities of
the South, but the. struggle for public education has
since been won.

2

The Scientific Movement and the Curriculum
During the past two centuries a great growth has
taken place in the natural sciences.

For a long time

this development affected practical lj_fe very little,
but during the nineteenth century the application of
science to industrial problems has resulted in a host of
inventions.
Because of the importance of the sciences to life,
educators have urged the inclusion of them in the curricula
of schools and colleges.

While the content of the sciences

has furnished ·the chief argument for this, many scientists
have urged their value as formal discipline.3
lButts, .op. cit. , p,... 296.
2 Graves, op. cit., p. 302.

3

.

Ibib., P• 303.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF PRIVATE EDUCATION: IN THE UNITED

STA~ES ·

Introduction
The history of the academies and the private
educational institutions · which follows · is based upon
a

study made by Albert Mock.

In

1949 Albert Mock

· published his · book, '''The Mid-Western Academy Movement",
in which is found accounts of typical happenings which
influenced the growth or private education throughout
the United States.
History
Early Beginnings

Any discussion of the scbpe of the academy movement
is inaccurate unless consideration i.s' given to the time
element • .· It is .q uite possible that history can never record
with absolute assurance, the first academy established in
1ile ·Mid-West, especially since some of the schools ·were
never ·chartered,

. publ~shed

tise in the papers.

no catalouges, and d:bd not adver-

One of the surprising revelati:ons of

this study has been the prevailing ignorance of people concerning the academies, even in communi ties where the most
famous ones formerly existed. 1
The school law of March

~'

1867 included a provision

for school support by .local taxation in essentially the
same way

tha~

had been declared unconstitutional in

lMock, op. cit •., ~· 6.
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184~.

-1)-

This act too was attacked in the courts, but is was sustained by decision of the Supreme Court on June 18, 188,.
The t hirty-one years between the two decisions of the
coDrt constituted a twi-light period on public secondary education in which private academies operated with
little competition by the high schools.

1

Another situation left the secondary field largely
to the academies.

Before 1873 colleges in Indiana re-

quired a knowledge of Greek for entrance.

Fevt of the high

schools \vere prepared to offer that subject with the result
that students desiring to go to college, would attend the
academies rather that the hj_gh schools.

Finally when the

colleges dropped Greek as an entrance requirement and the
public high schools became

r~al

competitors of the academ-

ies, the latter found another field of service open to
them.

The need for teachers_ was great, but very few of

the P.igh schools attempted to give the needed tra:ining.
Consequently the academies took up the vrork and many of them
beCb@e essentially normal schools. 2

lHock, op. cit., p. 10.
2

Ib i b. , p • 11.

-16- .
· Relation to Public High. : Schools
Reference has already been made to · certain conditions affecting both the ·academies an.d the high schools.
The· two movements developed simultaneously and their similarities were always greater than their dii'ferences.
The. only significant difference· was the fact that the

public high schools b,ecame tax supported and necessarily
dropped the ·religious emphasis characteristic

or

most

private schools.l
Authorities on the history of education s.ometimes
·state that the public high school developed · rr·om t.he elementary school and· not from the acad·emy.

Such a statement

·f ails . to give due credi.t to the latter, ·ror ·in several
instances the : academy property was purchased by the township trustee and the. institution became· at once a public
higl.J. scho~l. 2

~ock, op. cit~, p. l2.
2 Ibib.,
.
p. ·14 •

CHAPTER III

PRIHARY CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction

Nany considerations which must be made

during the preliminary stages of school plarming can be
considered standard.

Though the specific problem is the

design of a Church supported boy's school, these considerations are as valid as ·\:Jhere applied to public
Hany

school~.

oi' the modern ideas which vte no\v accept as standard \Y"ere

not considered valuable a few decades ago.

This, ot· course,

accounts for the vast improvement that has· been made in
school design during the last several years.

The schools

were often so poor that improvement had to come, and this
improvement can be accredited to men who have labored long
and hard with public opinion as well as public opposition.
Some of these ne'tv ideas are given in the following pages.
of them are not new but are based purely on common sense
directed. tov1ard the betterment of our educational system
and the enrichment of' the lives o:t the students and the

life of the community.
~

In considering the location of a school, atten-

tion must be directed to tv1o improtant aspects.

are accessibility and enviornment.

These

The first has to do

with the convenience and safety of pupils and others in

- 17-
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traveling to and from the school; the second with
the

and wholesomeness of the surroundings of the school. 1 The size and character of the
attr~ctiveness

school site affect in large measure the educational program of any school.

Small sites occupied very largely

by the building itself limit the expansion of the curriculum.

They tend to narrow the educational program

to the confines of the indoor Classroom, laboratory
and subsidiary spaces.

The program of the school should

invite contact with nature.

Out-of-doors facilities can,

as a rule, be provided at less expence than spaces constructed within a building and can furnish opportunity
for activities which might be otherwise denied.

Athletic

and recreational fields adjacent to the school building
are a necessity.

The changing program of modern educa-

tion makes it just as essential that arrangements be made
out-of-doors for many other activities? Such considerations
as soil condition, drainage, relation to public transportation lanes and topography are necessary to properly
investigate the advantages or disadvantages of a proposed
school site.
1 J. H. Herrick, R. D. McLeary, W. F. Clapp, W. F. Bogner,

From .School Program to School Plant, (New York, 1956) p. 237.
2N. L. Engelhardt, N. L. Engelhardt Jr., s. Leggett,
Planning Secondarv School Buildings, (New York, 19~9) p. 51.

-19Atmospheric conditions - smoke, dirt and odors
adversely af:t'ect health and comfort.

These conditions

can also deliver telling blows to the pocketbook, making
operation and maintenance cost soar.
in a zone of relative quiet.

The site should be

There is a lot of noise

available in every city - clattering factories, rumbling
trucks, horns and countless others that seem to become
magnif~eq

,when they seep through school windows. Noise

Cal?, be screened by judicious planting of trees and shrub-.

bery if they do not already exist on the site.

It is

wel.l to remember that as far as exterior noises are con-

cerned, distance ,l ends enchantment. 1
Adm1nistration '' The ,quality of leadership of a school
determines to a great degree the effectiveness of the pro•
gram of education. , Too much impJr tance cannot be given to

the role of the administrative people in developing ··in a
school the sense of importance of education and a reslove
to ma._tre that education ·m eaningful in the life of each. nerson with whom that school comes into contact. ·
Adniinistration has m·a de g·reat strides in recev+
years.

The professional preparation of the personnel has

improved; the techniques of organization and admjnistra.

1

L. B.

I

Perkins, W• .D.· Cocking, Schools, . (New York, 1949) p. 30.

-20-

tion : have been developed:·- and refined; and most important,
the scope of leadership has broadened and the value of
.

.

cooperative planning and direction by starr, students, and
adult participants has been recognized.

The administrator

of the modern school is responsible for developing and
maintaining a positive program of education vital in the
life or the community.

New functions_and responsibilities

of the school to the people in the area surrounding the
·building require men and women of broad vision and dynamic leadership 1:r education is to mo.intain and improve
its position in relation. to other services. 1
~roper

facilities for these people are, there:rore,

very impurtant, and ba.re directly on the e1·1·ectiveness
of tb:!· administrative body of the school.

O:t'i'ices :ror

·the principal and his sta1'!.· usually include the

folloto~ing:

Ofi'ices o:t· the Principal.·
Oi'i'ices of the vice-Principal in charge of~ student
ai'i'airs, · including student body funds, recreation and
plant ~aintenance.
Oi'fices for a director of curriculum and instruction in
charge of the educational program and curriculum making.
Oi'i'ices i'or a director oi' guidance and health services.
Ott' ices 1·or a director of information and2public relations.
01·1·ices !·or a director of' religious lif'e.
·
These spaces should include storage spaces ror current
lEngelhardt., op. cit., p. 179.
2'

c. w. .

Bursch, J. L. Reid, High Schools Toda,y and Tomorrow,
\New York, 19?7), P• 6~.
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materials such as bulletins, handbooks etc., storage for
current records cards used by teachers and o:t:ficers, stor-

age for historical records o1' students and i"aculty, 1·111ng
sets !"or all communications, locker or closet space for
storage or personal property. 1
Starr ffacilities

It is

reasonable to assume that i .f"

star1· needs are met in the plo..nning ot· school buildings,
more can be expected 1·rom their services.

Often in school

design of the past, these f<.:tCilities have . been 'stuck in'

when all o!· the other spaces have been planned.

As a

result, the education o1· the students su1·1·ered because the

mental attitude of the teachers was not satisfactory.
Stai"f facilities -would be adapted to the need for el·!·ec-

tive democratic pupil-teacher relationships in schools
where proper importance is given these thoughts.

To such

ends the sta1·r should be provided with the following:

Secretarial service. · Some of the service is to be
done by people on the p~y-roll and some by pupils as
part of their .L.r.aining.

·

.·

library service.
Facilities ror ·individual conferences with pupils.
:B'acili ties for er:fective pupil-teacher social relations.
Facilities 1·or the sai"ekeeping of personal belongings.
Facilities ror receiving dnd distribution of mail and
ofi'icial communications.
F'acilities 1·or rest and health service at school.
Opportunity for exercise and recreation.
Facilities ror reading and study.
lt'acilities t·or group meetings of parents
Te;,~ichihg

lEngelhardt, op. cit.; p. 182
· 2Bursch, op. cit., p.

53.

Offices of ·the Registrar and Clerical Workers

. ~his

space

. houses the bulk, of the c:Lerfcal ·work · done in the boy's
school, and envolves regiatration of students, record
keep.ii1g., apd clertcal work .in

corin~ction

of the ·administration ani staff.

with the needs

Included in this suite

Offices wh~re, the ,pet-son·n el can work without interruption.
Offices where. the secretarial staff can greet visitors •.
Separate workroom where the secretarial staff can
.··operate duplicat i~g machines, assemble · duplicated
mat.e rials and perto.rm similar tasts without interference with other . office operations.
·411. office supply room • .
A fireproof toom or vault for records.
A lounge for the personnel

are:

· Dormitory

There are many considerations which dormitory

design brings to mind besides providing spaces for sleeping,
clOthes storage, study and relaxation.

One

of

the primary

considerations to be made concerns the variety found in
.the students body.

Some are, restrained and shy; some are

loud and unruly.; one might say the only consistance found
in students is their inconsistancy.

These points are necess-

arily .food .f or the planners thought.

Many unexpect~d activi-

ties conducted in the dormitory can, and often do, result
in the decay of the building.

Baseball in the halls, student

pranks and others require a careful study of materials.
· Within .the dormitory· should be provision for staff supervision,
·1 .

.

Herrick, op. cit., p.. 367.

-23including the needed cierical services, dining facilities,
student lounge areas and visitor reception lounges.
The School Dining Facilities

The emphasis in early

American education was upon instruction with little attention being paid to problems of nutrition and health.

In

the modern school the dfet and nutritional programs of
the students receive as much emphasis as the instructional program.
A school teaches good manners and permits the opportunity for the exercise of good manners.

Freedom from

tension, from unnecessary noises, from crowding, pushing
and disagreeable methods of handling food should be sought
in dining hall management.

Planning will help much in

the elimination of many of the unsatisfactory features
that characterize dining spaces conceived only as places
1
in \'Thich the "animals are to be fed• n
Sunlight and fresh air should be the drawing features
of the cafeteria.

In many climates this space can be

placed so that easy access is afforded diners to the outof-doors vrhere a terrace has. been planned to provide for
extension of facilities.2
The kitchen should be planned with proper reference to
adequate natural as well as artificial lighting.
1 Engelhardt, op. cit., p. 135.
2 !bib., p.

137·

It should

-24be sufficiently spacious so that workers may operate
without interference and with the possibility of maintaining the highest degree of sanitation.

It should be

located where delivery and refuse service is readily
made but in no sense is the kitchen to be put in the
category of spaces located in undesirable parts of the
building.

Modern planning makes the kitchen as attrac-

tive and inviting a place as any other in the school.l
Classrooms

The vital changes in education at the

secondary level will

~ake

classrooms of our schools.

place in the future in the
The evolution of the pre-

sent day secondary school has, in general, been marked
by a steady accretion of specilized activities represented in part by the addition of' specialized facilities to
secondary school buildings.l

In short, students have a

larger variety of subject matter than before.

These

require many special facilities requiring new studies
of the classroom problem.
The modern classroom now has such resources as
newspapers and magazines, motion pictures, radio and
recordings, microfilm, sl,i des and television.
within the classroom has undergone change also.
lEngelhardt, op. cit., p.

95.

Activity

-25Now, planning,

comr~ittee

work, individual research, reading,

discussing, summarizing and reporting all are a part of the
well planned activities of the modern classroorn.. 1 'These
activities are new and require attention in the planning stage
not needed in the old classroom vJhere the students were
obliged to just sit and listen..
Improvements have been made in many fields which .. have
helped better our schools.

These include studies and examples

of improved lighting techniques; storage and facilities
using the out-of-doors are other problems being worked on
nolv.
The illustrations on the following pages show what
has been done regarding these problems.
1 Engelhardt, op. cit., p.

96.

..
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Illus.l 1

Elementary School at Santa Rita, New Mexico

Can natural lighting be facilitated by plan-layout?
The planners felt that a possible solution to this problem
might be through simultanious consideration of outdoor classroom areas and classroom lighting. They believed that there
must be an integration of the two. The approach centered
around the development of a court scheme between classrooms 1
so that natural lighting could be brought into the classroom from two sides.
1 w. W. Caudill, Toward Better School Design, (New York, 1954)
p. 212.

•

UNIT

A

UNIT
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§

Illus. 21

Storage Facilities at Taft Elementary School,
Iowa

This is one answer to the problem of storage within
the classroom. Can improvement be made upon the conventional metal lockers for .storing clothes in a school.
The problem must be analyzed as follows:
1. There must be ample space to hang ·clothing.
2. There must be some way provided to store hats and
caps and overshoes. .
3. There must be ventilation provided for all storage
facilities
4. These facilities should require little maintenanc·e .
1 Caudill, op. cit. , p. ·224.

Illus. 31

Urban School Design for Puerto Rico

This _school, designed by Richard Neutra, show·s the
of a semi-outdoor classroom arrangement when
the climate permits. This is espeeally appropriate
when extreme cost problems are found. Here is proof that
from a combination of indoor-outdoor instructional area
there will come reaJ~ economies without hindering the
educational program.·
fe~sibility

1

caudill, op. cit., p. 232.

-29Arts and Crafts Studios

These activities can provide

real enjoyrnent as 'tvell as educational value to the pupils.
In the modern schools they have permeated all phases of

living in the school. 1

Facilities which are needed for

these activitj_es are:
1. vlork space for creative expression.

2. Storage space for materials.
3 •• Washing and sink space • .
~ Exhibit and display areas.
5. Discussion and study space with print storage and
accessibility to library f<::.cilities.
The crafts to be considered are : Kj_ln vrorlc, weaving,

plastics, etching, wood block, photography and other
simj_lar crafts.
Studios of this nature require careful study of
lighting, and it is particularly desirable to augment the
natural lighting through the use of skylighting.
I,he School Library

The scope of library service has

been rapidly expanded for secondary sch,Jols in recent
years.

This development has opened new horizons for

children who now can see through the vast amount of
material available in the modern library life all over
the world and ho\( it can relate to their

O\·m

lives.

The library can and often does serve more than just the
student body.

Teachers have a great need for such facili-

ties, especially since the modern age requires constant
work on the part of the teachers · to keep abreast o.r the
changing times.

----1 Engelhardt, op. cit., p. 96.

----~--

-30The modern secondary school library deals with
more than books. 1 The library renders services of acquiring, classifying, repairing, storing and checking out and

in the books and other published materials needed by the
student and faculty; but it also makes provj_sion for
using all of the media of learning and administers the
program by which such media becomes readily accessible
when the demand is made.2
Essential library functions in the modern school are:
1.
2.

4.

6.

To provide a suitable place for the storage of
books and periodicals where they will be easily
available to those vJho have use for them.
To provide a place v1here books and periodicals
may be read and studied under quiet and comfortable conditions.
To provide means for display or promotion of
materials in order to attract the :interest of
pupils and stimulate their use.
To provlde means by \•l hich materials and information sought by pup:Lls and teachers can be readily
found.
.
To provide means and convenience for lending books
and periodicals, accounting for circulation, and
receiving materials upon their return.
To provide facilities for library administrative
work, i'or conferences and committee work, and .1·or
such routine activities as classification and
repair.
To provide facilities which permit the instruction
of pupils in techniques o1' library use.3

lEngelhardt, op. cit., p. 123.
2 Bursch, Reid, op. cit., p. 67.

3Herrick, op. cit., p. 338.

-31The Auditorium

In the past, this space has been often

used in conjunction with the gym or other facilities.

In

most of these instances the result is seldom satisi·actory
from any aspect.

Of co:.1rse, problems of finance often

dictate such measures; but in an ideal situation the
auditorium deserves the considerations necessary ii' the
space is to function properly.

Objectives to be sought in

the use of the auditorium are:
1. Large group thinking andthe expression of those

creative arts vlhich make use of the auditorium.
2. Appreciation of the arts which make use of the

auditorium.

3. Development of skills .in group living.

4. The evolution of leadership.
~. Stimulation of the desirable group attitudes. 1
The auditorium also provides for certain aims of education
which require pupils to meet in large groups.

As the

pupil g :: ows older and becomes more advanced in his musical,
1

forensj_c, and dramatic skills, he needs the opportunity to
express himself and display his talents to a sympathetic
audience. 2

This need has only been realized in recent

years.
1 E'1 gelhardt, op. cit., p. 112.

2caudill, op. cit., p. 174.

-32On the follo\·Jing pa ges are e·x:amples of auditoriums
built in recent years. _They show some of the good and
bad results possible in the design of the auditorium
space.

1

Illus. 4

Sweeny High School, Sweeny, Texas

Can stages have maximum flexibility to conform to the
high school progran1?
The solut i on above has these possibil i ties :

1.
2.

3.

A large, free and open space for better dissemination of thought, announcements, and ideas, with lit t le
barrier bet1veen the d i ssemina t or and the audj_ence.
A large stage area for music and choral 1vork, graduation, public m?.etings, accoumplish ed by utilizing the
normal "side stage spacen, with the same lack or·
barrier.
For the theater arts, a stage susceptible of imaginat :!ve handling, for exp eriment vJith 11 theater in the
round" techniques, for exp e riment vli thout scenery,
and r·or exp eriment 1dth inventive nev.r techniques usin g two sides of the stage, alternately curt a ined, for
lar ge stages in pagean t s.

lcaudill, op. cit., p.

2,4.
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Illus. 51

Bedford Park Connnunity Bu.ilding, Bedford Park, Ill.

The photograph above illustrates a point ~ ~ ntioned
earlier concerning spaces which have been planned for
several functions, and this is one oi' the many 'dhich
serve not function properly. Conditions necessary for a
gym and conditions needed for an auditorium do not mix at least not in the way seen here.
lcaudill, op. cit., p. 220.
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-35Recreation

Increasingly, modern American secondary

schools areconscious of sports for all.

Vigorous exer-

cise, the joy of tema play, and comfortable relaxation
with fellow students after tiring play are aspects of a
good physical program for adolescents.

Modern living for

many young people, particularly in urban areas, does not

offer too many opportunities to get really tired as a
result of physical exercise.

In the modern education

program, attention is given to increasing sharply the
number and variety of games 1·or t'IThich students in the course
of their education will acquire necessary skills and a
reasonable degree of competence.

It is hoped, of course,

that a good recreation program will h;;iVe to carry
over into adult life and that by acquiring skills in
school in games that are suitable for adults, additional
impetus will have been given to greater individual interest in worthwhile and health-giving recreational activities. 1
Principles in connection withplanning facilities for
the physical education program· are:
1.

Facilities should be conveniently located.

2.

Facilities should be attractive and inspire
appreciative treatment.

1

.

Engelhardt, op. cit., p. 129.
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3. Related areas and groups should be in a functionally
related unit or department.

4. Increase or change

in the activities offered sh<'Uld

be readily and economically feasible.
). The elimination of odors,.noises, and moisture,
the segregation of activity groups and the exclusion
of undesirable persons should be automatic and etr·ective.
6. Consideration must be given to safety, hygiene, and
santtation in the provision, arrangement and maintenance of all facilities.

7. The oversight, control and management o1· activities
and groups will be facilitated by vis ubility.

8. Facilities must be in accord with curricular needs,
scientific !"acts , legal requirements and sports
ruls. 1
Some special planning problems are involved in the
oration of facilities such as the svTimming poll.

incor~

Like the

other regreation and physical training facilities, the
swimming pool should be measured against its objective in
the education of the students.

It is very expensive,

dif1"icult to maint i: i. in, and if improperly r1.Ul, a health
1

Engelhardt, op. cit., p. 130.

-37hazard.

It is i'elt by many that the schools have an

obligation to teach people to swim, because they certainly
need to knovl ho'\v.

One large state university 1·eels so

strong on this point that they require a prospective
graduate to pass a swimming t :::st of 60 yards before he
or she can receive a degree. 1
The illustration on the following page shows excellant
swj_mming pool facilities.
1 Perkins, op. cit., p. 12?.

OF

Illus. 61

Pool at Capuchino High School, San Bruno, Calif.

Can the advantages of outdoor and indoor swiMning pools
be combined?
The scheme above vJas developed for a convertible type
of structure with a sliding roof which would allovl as much
oppenness as possible when desired. Even i1' it were closed
entirely on certain days, ror the comfort and protection oi·
the users, it could .be opened periodically for airing the
interior. But in 1·ctvorable \·leather it would guarantee the
enjoyment oi' sky, sunshine and fr esh air.

1 caudill, op. cit., p. 240.
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-39Chapel

The religious studies experienced by young people

can be the most influencial o1' their lives.

It is with

this in mind thatChurch schools are organized.

How much

better would life be u· the opportunity to study religion
.in an atmosphere condusive to its understanding was provided to the young people.

The ·Supreme C()urt o1· our

"Christain" land has decreed it unconstitutional to teach
reltgion in the public schools.

This fact alone·, in the

opinion o1' many, is reason enough to establish schools
where religions thought can be explored.

In the school

li1'e or children pe:a.rticularly in the high ·school grades,
educators have missed the opportunity

t:<D

instill these

religious ideals - partly because or the emphasis on more
11

modern 11 subjects such as scth.ence.

This has been the ci:iuse

o1· many problems sui·rered by society today.

Many

people

interested in the improvement or· education are learning
that students need religious trd.ining and that America
needs the improved quality of our young people·that would
result.
A ·chapel, by its design, location and atmosphere
can enhance the site a great deal, and in· a Church
school with the usual appropriate· emphasis on moral
training this building should be the focal point in
the school setting.
1 Perkins, op. cit., p. 127.

-40The chapel should play an important role in the lives
of the student - not just on Sunday morning - but every
day.

The student should be able to feel the presence of

of the chapel and the religious atmosphere it radiates
throughout his school day, whether he is playing or studying.

Often because of the high regard most peqple place

on religion, architects have placed religious buildings
away from groups which relate to them.

To feature them,

to put them apart from the daily lives of the peowle is
to continue the unfortunate attitude that religion is for
S1mday.

This should not happen in a school or anywhere

the thoughts of people can be influenceQ.

The chapel

should be featured, of course, but also made a part of the
whole - indeed the most important part

jn

an environment

created for the young people.
The design of the modern chapel can incorporate the
attributes of the site in which it is . placed.

This can be

done from the exterior as one views the chapel, and it can
be done from the interior as one looks out of the building
over the site.
The tvro illustrations shown on the following pages
illustrate this point very clearly.

Illus. 71
Chapel of the :Holy Cross

Architects - Anshen & Allen

This chapel by Anshen and Allen is a fine exa~ple
of ho\v the site may be used with the chapel to emphasize
its design and feeling.
1 Chapel of the Holy Cross, Architectural Record, (Oct. 1956),
p. 173.

Illus. 8 1
Chapel in Finland

Architects - Kaija & Heikki
Siren

In this chapel the beauty of the site was made part of the
religious atmosphere. Often, as in this case, the loveliness
was there and had only to be used. It was also free !
1 Chapel in Finland, Architectural Record, (Dec. 1958), p. lLt-6
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-43Health Service

In schools where this feature in incorp-

orat•3d, a need is filled which has existed for many years
in school design.

Parents, expecially, have expressed

delight after learning that their children can be cared
for at school andthat they need not worry about the
numerous scratches which often go unnoticed until a
delay occurs which is often harmful.

In a school

t~ere

students live, the health service becomes especially
necessary.

The health service provides· another facility

in which instruct ion can be in co rpara ted.

Knotvledge of

first aid, importance of sanitation a.l1d cleanliness are
important in the education of every child and can be
carried on by health s'E-:rvice personnel as part of the
school curriculum.
A health service unit may contain a consultation and
examining room, a waiting room, dressing booths and rest
room with adjoining toilet and lavatory facili ties. 1 In
conjunction with these may be instructional facilities.
1 F. ·vJ. Cyr, H. H. Linn, Planning Rural Community School
Buildings, (New York, 1949), p. 140.

CHAPTER IV
PROPOSED SCHOOL FOR BOYS
Statement of the Problem
Site

The site is located four miles west of Tyler,
Texas, on highway 31. It is a heavily wooded,
hilly site.

Scope

The school is supported by theFirst Christain
Church. ·It shall furnish living quarters for 150
boys and their education from the 8th grade
through the 12th grade. Complete educational
facilities as listed below shall be provided.

School Requirements
The following physical plant facilities are
required:

I.

Administration Building

A.

Administrative Section
Offices of the Principal
2.
Offices of the vice Principal
3. ' Offices for the director· of curriculum
~.
Offices for the director of guidance and .
heath services
5. Offices for the director of information and
public relations
6.
Offices for the director of religious life
7. Registrar's suite
a. clerical work space
b. records rooms
c. vault
d. lounge
8.
Staff lounge and snack bar
9.
Visitor's reception room and lounge.
10.
Mail dispatch office and loading dock
11.
Rest rooms, storage rooms and maintenance
12.
Health Services
a. consultation room
b. examining room
c. waiting room
d. dressing booths
e. rest rooms, toilets and lavatory \vhere
needed
f. instructional space
1..
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B.

c.

Class rooms
1. 17 class rooms including two science labs
2. Student's lounge and snack bar
3. Studios for:
a. art instruction
b. music instruction
c. outdoor or open studios for art and music
d. crafts lab
4. Rest rooms, storage rooms and maintenance
rooms where required.
Lib~ary

1. Library stacks
2. Reading and study rooms

3.

Lecture room

).
6.

Staff office. ·

8.

Staff work room
Rest rooms, storage rooms and maintenance
rooms where required.

4. Music listening rooms
7.

II.

Art lending library

Recreation Building
1.
2.

~:

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

game room
gy!iasium
student shower and locker facilities
staff shower and locker facilities
physical education class rooms
equipment rooms
swimming poo~, pump and filter room
off. ice
rest rooms, storage rooms and maintenance
rooms where required.

III. Dormitories
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

75 dormitory rooms
staff offices
dietitian's office
Student - staff lounge
readj_ng and study room
mail room and switchboard
visitor's reception room
laundry and cleaning pick-up room
dining hall, kitchen and service facilities
rest rooms, storage rooms and maintenance
rooms where required.
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IV.

Chapel
1. Chapel for 225 people
2. classrooms
3 •• small religious library
~ starr office and conference room
5. outdoor meditating area
6. lounge and rest booms
7. storage and maintenance rooms where required

v.

Service Building
1. mechanical equipment storage
· 2. grounds mainten~ce storage

3•

·ca~penter

and paint shop

4-. · m~intenance

VI.

office, lockers and toilets

Pla_yfields
baseball
football
3.. · tennis courts
~
volleyball courts
j. sheltered .area for physical drill

1.
·2 .

VII. Housing

1.

residences for three staff members adjacent
to the campus

VIII. Parking
1.

Parking facilities Ior the school shall include
spaces for 200 cars. The location and size of
these .areas will depend on the arrangement within the physical plant.
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Solution
Perhaps more important that the physical plant
vrhich has been designed for the boy 1 s school is the idea
which I have tried to emphasize throughout the design
process.

That is the emphasis on ·moral and ·religious

training.

I have tried to place at the fingertips of

the school administration and faculty school facilities
which make education a joy for the student.

Such a feeling

is necessary if people are to gain the most of their
school days and develop into the citizens we need so
badly.

With a bac1cgrounq of religion, the students may

realize more fully the importance of learning not just
for the fact content but for the character building aspects
of education.
The school, its effectiveness and purpose are felt
in the hands of the administrator and the architect, and
only through a united effort on their part can the youth
of our nation have such facilities.
I hope the school designed in this project ·· would
present to the students . and faculty involved a place where
proper education may enjoyed . .... .
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CONCLUSIONS
I believe that the architect has two basic design
ideas to consider concerning site planning and the
relationship of building to the site.
One is the use of natural materials and forms in an·
attempt to harmonize the

buil~ings

with its surroundings

both in color, texture, and form.
The other is equally as valid, I believe; this idea
states a contrast of the building with the site.

Materials

and forms, as well as color and texture, are chosen so as
to present a strqng and impressive contrast to the site.
The latter idea is the one used in this thesis project.

The reasons for thi.s choiGe has to do with what I

consider the most valid method of construction that we
can use at the present time on school buildings.

The use

of repeating forms and materials and the straight-lined,
uncomplicated structural concepts constitute the most
economical, easily maintained building type.
The high cost of labor and materials which face the
architect place him in a position particularly with building committees and school boards in which he must emphasize
the practical aspects of design.

The ideas expressed in the

preceeding paragraph seem to me to be in keeping with this
goal.
The buildings in this thesis project were designed

with

thes~

ideas vJell in mind.

The project represents an

attempt to achieve the best facilities possible done in
a manner which was relt to be the practical, as well as
the most aesthetic method.
The site, with its heavy growth of longleaf pine,
was le1·t undisturbed as much as possible.

The buildings

which protrude over the valley have been designed so as
to gain the most

or

the view and the exposure to light

and breeze.

' school as designed affords the
I believe the boys
students facilities condusive to learning

~d

worship.
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